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The Constitution as Poetry

Samuel J. Levine*

I. INTRODUCTION

Building upon a body of scholarship1 that compares constitutional

* Professor of Law and Director of the Jewish Law Institute, Touro Law Center. Earlier versions of this Article were presented at the Beznos Family Lectures at Michigan State University College of Law, where I served as the Beznos Distinguished Professor, and at the Jewish Community Center of Metropolitan Detroit. I thank Harold Beznos for sponsoring the lectures, I thank Joan Howarth and Michigan State University for their hospitality, and I thank Michigan Supreme Court Justice Stephen Markman for his thoughtful public response to my remarks. A draft of this Article was also presented at a faculty colloquium at Touro Law Center, and I thank my colleagues at Touro for their helpful comments.

interpretation to biblical and literary interpretation, and relying on an insight from a prominent nineteenth century rabbinic scholar, this Article briefly explores similarities in the interpretation of the Torah—the text of the Five Books of Moses—and the United States Constitution. Specifically, this


2 In addition to many of the works cited supra note 1, some of the groundbreaking scholarship in this field includes, for example, Interpreting Law and Literature: A Hermeneutic Reader (Sanford Levinson & Steven Mailloux eds., 1988); Ronald Dworkin, A Matter of Principle (1985); Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (1986); James Boyd White, Heracles’ Bow: Essays on the Rhetoric and Poetics of the Law (1985); James Boyd White, When Words Lose Their Meaning: Constitutions and Reconstitutions of Language, Character, and Community (1984); Stanley Fish, Fish v. Fiss, 36 Stan. L. Rev. 1325 (1984); Owen M. Fiss, Objectivity and Interpretation, 34 Stan. L. Rev. 739 (1982); Sanford Levinson, Law as Literature, 60 Tex. L. Rev. 373 (1982); Richard H. Weisberg, Text into Theory: A Literary Approach to the Constitution, 20 Ga. L. Rev. 939 (1986).
Article draws upon Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin’s (“Netziv”) intriguing suggestion that the interpretation of the text of the Torah parallels the interpretation of poetry. According to Netziv, this parallel accounts for the practice of interpreting the Torah expansively in ways that derive substantive legal rules and principles far beyond those found in the relatively narrow wording of the text. Moreover, Netziv explains that deriving these interpretations, which, at times, seem far removed from the literal reading of the text, requires a level of technical expertise similar to the skilled literary analysis necessary for thorough, thoughtful, and meaningful interpretation of poetry.

Based on Netziv’s insight, this Article focuses on two methods of interpreting the Torah and the Constitution that may otherwise appear to

---

3 See Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin, Kidmas HaAmeK, Introduction to HaAmeK Davar.
4 See id.
5 See id.

7 Notably, American legal scholars of differing interpretive views have observed the poetic style of the United States Constitution, suggesting that the analogy of the Constitution to poetry may appeal to a wide range of legal philosophies. See, e.g., Albert P. Blaustein, Constitution Drafting: The Good, the Bad, and the Beautiful, 2 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 49, 49 (1991) (“The language of a constitution must satisfy not only the requirements of accuracy, brevity, and clarity, but also the test of beauty and inspiration. It is enough for most
legal documents to contain good prose; a constitution must aspire to poetry.

present an anomalous approach to understanding a legal text, but which are standard and important methods of literary analysis when applied to poetry: first, the expansive interpretation of a provision, a brief phrase or, at times, a single word, to establish a wide-ranging set of principles and ideas; and second, somewhat conversely, the interpretation of a provision, seemingly stated in categorical terms, but understood to incorporate qualifications, limitations, and exceptions. In either case, both the Jewish legal system and the American legal system accept the authority, if not the competency, of judicial experts to understand, interpret, and apply the text in ways that may not be apparent, and that may be difficult to accept outside the technical practices of biblical and constitutional exegeses. Finally, and perhaps as a further justification for these methods of interpretation, this Article concludes with the observation that, beyond their literary forms, the Torah and the Constitution share poetry’s design to function as a timeless text, susceptible to meaningful application and containing important lessons for the foreseeable—and unforeseeable—future.

II. THE COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORK

The analysis in this Article is premised on the following basic elements of a comparative framework between the written Torah and the Constitution. First, the Torah and the Constitution serve as the foundational documents and supreme law within their respective legal systems, setting the parameters for the subsequent development of the legal systems. Second, both the Torah and the Constitution are relatively concise, and are written in stylized literary forms, thus requiring extensive interpretation and application to continue to function as the supreme law within working, living, and evolving legal systems.


[We] show that constitutional law is in fact subject to special interpretive methods as compared to other sources of law, such as statutes and common-law precedents... Textual interpretation likewise looks markedly different in the constitutional setting... Our basic point is... that the practice of interpreting constitutional language is distinct from interpreting other sources of law.

Id. at 702-03.


10 See generally Levine, Jewish Legal Theory and American Constitutional Theory, supra note 1.
Scholars have identified a number of literary forms and techniques present in the Constitution’s text that lend themselves to methods of interpretation that are arguably unique within American law. For example, in a recent article, Samuel Bray has identified the use of hendiadys—“two terms separated by a conjunction [that] work together as a single complex expression”—within the Constitution. According to Bray, understanding the function of hendiadys can, in turn, “help us understand the Necessary and Proper Clause and the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause.” Elsewhere, Bray has explored the implications of the constitutional structure for the interpretation of the text, noting a “famous example” of inner-textual interpretation in Chief Justice John Marshall’s interpretation of “necessary” in the Necessary and Proper Clause “in light of its usage elsewhere in the Constitution.”

Similarly, as André LeDuc has observed, interpreting the First Amendment’s protection of the freedom of the press, Justice Antonin Scalia “has suggested that the courts have read the term press as a ‘sort of synecdoche.’” For his part, LeDuc has argued that “[a] much more direct approach [would be] to recognize the pragmatics of implicature[,]” which would “capture[] the way context can be analyzed to highlight our rule-like conventions or practices that enrich the semantic meanings of utterances and texts.”


13 Id. at 689. Bray suggests that:


Id. at 689 n.12.


16 Id. at 170; see also Brian G. Slocum, Conversational Implicatures and Legal Texts,
Likewise, for thousands of years, the interpretation of the Torah has been premised upon the careful examination of the literary forms of the text. The Talmud17 cites numerous hermeneutic principles that rely on exegesis of both specific words and phrases, as well as broader structural properties of the text of the Torah,18 ranging from the intertextual use of the same terms,19 to the proximity of words or phrases to one another,20 to the number of times a rule is enumerated in the text.21 Indeed, under one prevailing account, the text of the Torah is interpreted through thirteen distinct hermeneutic devices,22 while on a broader level, much of the legal discussion and debate in the Talmud centers around competing interpretations of the text.23

Of the various literary approaches to interpreting the Constitution and the Torah, two are particularly evocative of the literary form and interpretation of poetry: expansive interpretation of a word or phrase, and interpretation of a seemingly categorical term to incorporate qualifications, limitations, and exceptions.24

III. EXPANSIVE INTERPRETATION

Although differing interpretive approaches entail different—and often diametrically opposed—attitudes toward both the means and ends of constitutional interpretation, by nearly all accounts, fidelity to the Constitution requires a method of interpretation and application that takes the constitutional text seriously.25 In addition, even under narrow

29 RATIO JURIS 23 (2016).  
17 The Talmud is the “written, authoritative compilation of the oral traditions and interpretations” of the text of the Torah. Levine, Jewish Legal Theory and American Constitutional Theory, supra note 1, at 445 n.17. See generally Adin Steinsaltz, The Essential Talmud (Chaya Galai trans., 1976).  
18 See, e.g., Bernard Rosensweig, The Hermeneutic Principles and Their Application, 13 Tradition 49 (1972); 1 Elón, supra note 9, at 281–399.  
19 See Rosensweig, supra note 18, at 55–58.  
20 See id. at 71–72.  
21 See id. at 58–65.  
22 See id. at 50.  
23 See Levine, Jewish Legal Theory and American Constitutional Theory, supra note 1, at 444–68.  
24 Notably, some scholars who observe, as a descriptive matter, the unique methods of constitutional interpretation, still question the justifications for this approach. See Serkin & Tebbe, supra note 8, at 703 (“Does this observed constitutional exceptionalism make sense? In fact, and this is our second main argument, there are few compelling reasons to interpret the Constitution differently from statutes, regulations, common law precedents, and other sources of law.”). Conceptualizing the Constitution as poetry might provide a response to their challenge.  
interpretive methodologies, ascertaining the correct meaning of the Constitution requires going beyond the literal contours of the textual language. Indeed, one of the most striking elements of American constitutional interpretation involves close and careful attention to the text of the Constitution, including, at times, an expansive analysis, interpretation, and application of the Constitution, to derive rules and rights that are understood as self-evident within the scope of the larger constitutional scheme.

As far back as the landmark case of *Marbury v. Madison*, the United States Supreme Court has recognized a presumption against superfluity, under which the Court has, at least in theory, accorded legal significance to every textual provision in the Constitution. Taking this principle several steps further, particularly in the interpretation of the Bill of Rights, the Court has employed an interpretive methodology that sometimes relies upon a remarkably expansive reading of the constitutional text to derive broadly articulated and understood—albeit often unenumerated—constitutional

26 Although the term “textualism” has been adopted by proponents of narrow methods of interpretation, proponents of broader forms of interpretation may claim, conversely, that their approach entails greater fidelity to the text, taking seriously both literal meaning and textual implications. Indeed, the emergence of “living originalism” suggests that divergent approaches to constitutional interpretation may present competing claims to a particular label. See Jack M. Balkin, *Living Originalism* (2011). In any event, proponents of various positions might accept or reject the notion of viewing the Constitution as poetry. See generally supra note 7.


28 The Court’s approach to the interpretation of the Ninth Amendment arguably undermines the practical application of this theory. See, e.g., Randy E. Barnett, *Restoring the Lost Constitution: The Presumption of Liberty* 236–37 (2004) (“[T]o this day courts have rarely been willing to rely upon [the Ninth Amendment] when assessing the constitutionality of statutes . . . .”); Kurt T. Lash, *Three Myths of the Ninth Amendment*, 56 DRAKE L. REV. 875, 875 (2008) (stating that courts are “reluctant to rely on the Ninth Amendment at all” and that “the modern Supreme Court has studiously avoided the Ninth Amendment despite being prodded by parties before the court to rely on it”); Mark C. Niles, *Ninth Amendment Adjudication: An Alternative to Substantive Due Process Analysis of Personal Autonomy Rights*, 48 UCLA L. REV. 85, 89–90 (2000) (“[N]o Supreme Court decision, and few federal appellate decisions, have relied on the Ninth Amendment for support. Indeed, federal courts that have discussed the Ninth Amendment have almost exclusively held that it does not confer any substantive rights.”). Alternatively, though, perhaps the Ninth Amendment can be understood to have legal meaning, in the form of secondary and symbolic functions. See Levine, *Of Inkblots and Omnisignificance*, supra note 1.
This method of expansive interpretation, though surely controversial and subject to criticism, remains widespread, and may be understood through a comparison to poetry, in which each word is carefully weighed and measured, such that a single phrase—even a single word—is recognized as representative of wide-ranging feelings or ideas, well beyond its literal or limited meaning. Indeed, the literary form of poetry requires that the reader engage in a close and careful analysis and interpretation of each word, as necessary, to gain a full understanding of the broader meaning the poem conveys. Likewise, a proper understanding of the United States Constitution may be possible only through a close and careful analysis of each phrase and word in the text.

Thus, for example, in a number of landmark cases addressing some of the most vital and dynamic areas of American law, the United States Supreme Court has relied on an expansive interpretation of a single word in the Fourteenth Amendment—"liberty"—as the textual basis for an entire realm of rights jurisprudence. As Justice Harlan put it in Poe v. Ullman,
the full scope of the liberty guaranteed by the Due Process Clause cannot be found in or limited by the precise terms of the specific guarantees elsewhere provided in the Constitution. This “liberty” is not a series of isolated points pricked out in terms of the taking of property; the freedom of speech, press, and religion; the right to keep and bear arms; the freedom from unreasonable searches and seizures; and so on. It is a rational continuum which, broadly speaking, includes a freedom from all substantial arbitrary impositions and purposeless restraints . . . .

Likewise, the Court has interpreted constitutional provisions to recognize the freedom of association and a right to privacy, both of which have emerged as basic elements of the American legal system, but neither of which is found in the text of the Constitution. As the Court further found in Griswold v. Connecticut, “specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights have penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees that help give them life and substance.” For example, the Court explained, “while [association] is not expressly included in the First Amendment its existence is necessary in making the express guarantees fully meaningful.” Similarly, according to the Court, “[v]arious [constitutional] guarantees create zones of privacy[,]” recognizing “the sacred precincts of marital bedrooms” as “lying within the zone of privacy created by several fundamental constitutional guarantees.”

34 The recognition and broad application of an unenumerated “right to privacy” remains an area of contention, prompting Justice Thomas’s recent comment that “[t]he word ‘privacy’ does not appear in the Fourth Amendment (or anywhere else in the Constitution for that matter).” Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2239 (2018) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
35 Griswold, 381 U.S. at 484.
36 Id. at 483.
37 Id. at 484.
38 Id. at 485; see also id. at 484 (finding that the Third Amendment’s protection against the quartering of soldiers in a house during peacetime without the owner’s consent represents “another facet of that privacy”); id. (observing that the Fourth and Fifth Amendments’ protections of criminal defendants’ rights recognized “the sanctity of a man’s home and the privacies of life”) (quoting Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630 (1886)); id. at 485 (stating that the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures created a “right to privacy, no less important than any other right carefully and particularly reserved to the people”) (quoting Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 656 (1961)); id. at 484 (finding
applying penumbras—which remains highly controversial—might be understood and justified as a literary technique necessary for interpreting and understanding a poetic constitutional text.

While the Supreme Court has thus applied a presumption against superfluity to the text of the Constitution, resulting in careful and often expansive interpretation of the provisions and words of the constitutional text, Jewish legal tradition has gone further in finding meaning and significance in the text of the Torah, according “omnisignificance” to each and every word—even to the form of the letters that comprise the words.

that the Fifth Amendment’s protection against self-incrimination “enables the citizen to create a zone of privacy which government may not force him to surrender to his detriment”). On a similar note, one scholar has recently suggested that “few concepts dominate modern constitutional jurisprudence more than dignity does without appearing in the Constitution,” observing that “[t]he Supreme Court has invoked the term in connection with the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, Eleventh, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments.”

Indeed, Pierre Schlag has offered the pejorative observation that “Justice Douglas’s opinion for the Court reads more like an amateur exercise in metaphysical poetry than law.”

Fittingly, then, the Torah is expressly characterized as a poem, drawing a direct parallel to a literary form in which each word must be examined and pondered in an effort to fully ascertain the various meanings of the text. Accordingly, for thousands of years, Jewish legal authorities have applied an expansive method of interpretation to uncover and understand the lessons of the Torah.

A helpful illustration of applying omnisignificance in the interpretation of the text of the Torah may be found in the prohibition against having meat and milk together. In three separate places, the text of the Torah prohibits cooking a kid—a young goat—in its mother’s milk. Operating under the presumption that each articulation of the prohibition must teach an independent legal principle, the Talmud engages in expansive interpretation of these verses, such that the prohibition includes not only cooking meat and milk together, but also a second prohibition, against eating meat and milk that are cooked together, and a third prohibition, against deriving benefit from meat and milk that are cooked together.

As another example, the Torah instructs not to engage in melacha on the Sabbath. Although melacha is sometimes translated as “work,” a more accurate legal definition of this term denotes a variety of ritually prohibited activities. However, the written text of the Torah enumerates few examples of activities that are prohibited on the Sabbath. Through textual exegesis, the Talmud delineates thirty-nine principal categories of melacha, which are...
in turn divided into further sub-categories. In fact, the Talmud dedicates an entire tractate—one of sixty-three sections of the Talmud—to a complex analysis of the laws of the Sabbath. Just as the United States Supreme Court has developed an entire area of constitutional rights jurisprudence based on the interpretation and application of a single word in the constitutional text—"liberty"—the Talmud established a central area of jurisprudence based almost entirely on the biblical word melacha.

IV. CATEGORICAL TERMS SUBJECT TO QUALIFICATION, LIMITATION, AND EXCEPTION

Another area of shared interpretive methodology between the Torah and the Constitution further illustrates the necessity to interpret and apply both of these foundational texts in ways that would otherwise defy ordinary methods of textual—even legal—interpretation. Both the Torah and the Constitution include provisions that, although stated in seemingly categorical terms, are subject to various qualifications, limitations and exceptions. Here too, the interpretation of poetry may provide a helpful parallel to the notion that a text, albeit absolute on its face, should be understood as using a literary form that requires interpretation, refinement, and modification.

For example, the First Amendment states: “Congress shall make no law . . . prohibiting the free exercise [of religion].” Of course, however, American law prohibits murder, and no interpretation of the constitutional text would accept, as a defense, the claim that a religion requires its adherents to commit murder. In fact, under current Supreme Court jurisprudence, the Free Exercise Clause does not provide an exception to any neutral law of general applicability.

49 See Kaplan, supra note 47, at 133–44; Talmud Bavli, supra note 47, at 73a; see also Baruch Chait, The 39 Avoth Melacha of Shabbath (1992).

50 See generally Talmud Bavli, supra note 47.

51 See generally Levine, Unenumerated Constitutional Rights and Unenumerated Biblical Obligations, supra note 1.


53 U.S. Const. amend. I.


[F]ree exercise of religion is in our national pantheon of rights. The Constitution references it in much the same absolute manner as it does freedom of speech. Yet, it too is highly qualified in practice. Few, when pressed, would deny that some limit on this right is necessary. Were the freedom to practice religion absolute, every person would be “a law unto
Likewise, the First Amendment instructs, “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech.”\textsuperscript{55} Notwithstanding Justice Black’s declaration that “no law means no law,”\textsuperscript{56} the United States Supreme Court has long recognized the need to interpret the First Amendment in less than categorical terms,\textsuperscript{57} permitting, for example: governmental restrictions on himself,” and government would, for instance, be powerless to stop someone from conducting a human sacrifice for religious reasons. . . . Under the Supreme Court’s current interpretation of the First Amendment, the right to practice religion is highly qualified in practice. . . . [I]t does not exempt religious individuals from generally applicable laws that have a rational basis. . . . [F]ree exercise, like all rights, is highly qualified, whether it is protected by the Constitution or by statute.

\textsuperscript{55} U.S. CONST. amend. I.

\textsuperscript{56} See N.Y. Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 717 (1971); Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 157 (1959) (Black, J., concurring) (“I read ‘no law . . . abridging’ to mean no law abridging.”) (omission in original); see also Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 365–66 (1967) (Black, J., dissenting) (“A conversation overheard by eavesdropping, whether by plain snooping or wiretapping, is not tangible and, under the normally accepted meanings of the words, can neither be searched nor seized. . . . Rather than using language in a completely artificial way, I must conclude that the Fourth Amendment simply does not apply to eavesdropping.”).

\textsuperscript{57} See Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 571 (1942) (“[I]t is well understood that the right of free speech is not absolute at all times and under all circumstances.”); see also Joseph P. Bauer, \textit{Copyright and the First Amendment: Comrades, Combatants, or Uneasy Allies?}, 67 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 831 (2010); Sanford Levinson, \textit{Slavery in the Canon of Constitutional Law}, 68 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1087, 1100 (1993) (“[T]he apparently unequivocal command that Congress and, because of the Fourteenth Amendment, state legislatures pass ‘no law’ abridging freedom of speech has been (sensibly) interpreted to mean that speech can indeed be abridged if the state presents a ‘compelling interest’ justifying the abridgement.”); Lawrence B. Solum, \textit{Freedom of Communicative Action: A Theory of the First Amendment Freedom of Speech}, 83 NW. U. L. REV. 54, 59 (1989) (“Justice Black says that ‘no law’ means ‘no law,’ but no one seriously maintains that the Constitution invalidates a law forbidding incitement to mutiny on a naval vessel or falsely shouting ‘fire’ in a crowded theater.”); Wilkinson, supra note 54.

While frequently discussed in absolute terms, freedom of speech is more limited in practice. Indeed, the Supreme Court has explicitly “rejected an absolutist interpretation” of the right on more than one occasion. Rather than treating freedom of speech as an “unlimited license” to express oneself, the Court has narrowed the scope of the right by taking competing social interests into account. . . . [T]he First Amendment “does not guarantee the right to communicate one’s views at all times and places or in any manner that may be desired.” That is, freedom of speech is a far more limited right than our rhetoric suggests.

defamation, child pornography, obscenity, fighting words, and “true threats”; regulations on speech through time, place, or manner limitations; and a broader degree of restrictions on commercial speech. Thus, like poetry, the powerful wording of the First Amendment text may be read, at once, to carry rhetorical and expressive value, but also to require a more subtle method of interpretation for its meaning to be fully and accurately understood.

Similarly, the text of the Torah commands not to engage in any *melacha* on the Sabbath, but there are considerable qualifications here, as well. Notwithstanding the legal and philosophical significance and centrality of the Sabbath in Jewish thought, in the face of life-threatening danger, any and all activities otherwise prohibited on the Sabbath should be performed, without hesitation or delay. Indeed, more generally, virtually any plausible possibility of danger to life overrides nearly every competing obligation in Jewish law, not only permitting, but mandating, violation of the dictates of the competing obligation. Thus, the facially categorical textual

---

Id. at 1151.

---

Id.

---

Id.

---

Id.

---

Id.
V. CONCLUSION

In addition to their poetic literary forms, the Torah and the Constitution share another property of poetry: both were designed to function as a timeless text, with meaningful application for the foreseeable—and unforeseeable—future. As Chief Justice John Marshall famously declared:

[A] constitution is framed for ages to come, and is designed to approach immortality as nearly as human institutions can approach it. Its course cannot always be tranquil. It is exposed to storms and tempests, and its framers must be unwise statesmen indeed, if they have not provided it, as far as its nature will permit, with the means of self-preservation from the perils it may be destined to encounter.63

The timeless design of the Torah is even more apparent through its Divine origins, its repeated declaration of its own eternity,64 and the historical record of its abiding survival and success, for thousands of years, amidst storms, tempests, and perils far beyond those contemplated by John Marshall.

Like timeless poetry, the Constitution and the Torah may—and, to continue to function at supreme law, must—be interpreted and applied in the face of ever-changing circumstances and unanticipated scenarios. Indeed, how do we apply the fixed text of the Constitution, a document that is more than 200 years old, to cases involving electricity, credit cards, the Internet, cell phones—scenarios that not only did not exist at the time the Constitution was ratified, but could not have been envisioned by the framers of the Constitution? The questions are complex, and the answers may at times seem elusive. In addressing these issues, American legal authorities look to the text, the principles, and the precedents of constitutional interpretation, applying the settled law to new and unanticipated cases. Over the years, for example, Fourth Amendment provisions requiring a warrant to authorize the government to conduct a search65 have been interpreted and applied to cases save a life.”).

64 See, e.g., Exodus 31:12–17.
65 See U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
involving phone booths66 and, more recently, cases involving cell phones;67 in cases of thermal imaging devices that can detect activity inside a home;68 and in cases of Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking devices placed on vehicles.69

This phenomenon has been even more pronounced in the context of the written Torah, which has been interpreted and applied over the course of thousands of years, through scenarios unimagined by—and often unimaginable to—those who received the Torah, involving new and unanticipated geographical, societal, and technological conditions. As just one of countless examples, returning once more to the prohibition against engaging in melacha—various forms of activity—on the Sabbath, does the prohibition apply to the use of electricity on the Sabbath?70 Applying the settled law—the thirty-nine categories of melacha—to new and emerging scenarios, some legal authorities prohibit the active use of electricity, on the grounds that causing the flow of an electric current is sufficiently similar to lighting a fire.71 Others hold that completing an electrical circuit falls under the category of “building” a vessel or of “completing” a vessel so that it can serve its function.72 Turning on an electric light is considered by many to constitute burning a fire on the Sabbath, through the act of burning the filament.73 Alternatively, based on the Talmudic principle extending the melacha of cooking, to include non-food objects, turning on an electric light may thus involve “cooking” the filament.74

And of course, as technology continues to advance almost daily, further questions continue to arise.75 What is the status of a smartphone in Jewish Law? What will be the impact of virtual reality? Will self-driving cars be permitted for use on the Sabbath? As these questions continue, just as United States courts have applied the Constitution to new and emerging technologies, Jewish legal authorities will continue to interpret and apply ancient texts, laws, and principles to cutting-edge changes in the way we live.

---

70 See L.Y. Halperin, Shabbat and Electricity: Electrical and Electronic Devices on Shabbat (1993); see also Michael Broyde & Howard Jachter, The Use of Electricity on Shabbat and Yom Tov, 21 J. HALACHA & CONTEMP. SOC’Y 4 (1991); Levine, Jewish Legal Theory and American Constitutional Theory, supra note 1, at 456–57.
71 See Broyde & Jachter, supra note 70, at 12.
72 See id. at 12–13.
73 See id. at 13.
74 See id.
our daily lives. As such, the Constitution and the Torah take on the qualities of a most profound form of poetry, a text that must be carefully read, studied, and understood, to serve as an ongoing source of supreme law for the legal systems they represent.